Write in Style – powered by gerlingo
Thematic predictive text and autocomplete always showing the next two words while you type
How do I spell a difficult word? What should I write next? How do I say this in a different language?
Write in Style has the answers!




It predicts the next two words while you write
It shows the prediction in gray like in a search engine
It helps to spell difficult expressions

With Write in Style, you can easily…
…write in English
…escribes en español
...auf Deutsch schreiben
Or pick a theme like…
…the president addressing the American people
…Jane Austen’s style of love and passion
… E. A. Poe’s descriptions of horrifying encounters
As you go along, the suggestions are updated constantly, so you
always know what to write next and how to spell it. And you can
select the suggestions with the ENTER key and scroll through
alternative suggestions
The best thing is that you can decide where the suggestions come
from. You can select out of a variety of topics, styles and
languages to get suggestions fitting your needs. You can for
example select political speech or literary themes like Jane Austen
and Shakespearian language. Or you can use Write in Style to
write your Spanish homework essay fast and free of errors.
Available languages: English, German, French, Spanish, Catalan, Danish
Available topics: J. Austen, W. Shakespeare, Political Speech, F. Nietzsche, F. Kafka, A. Dumas
Write in Style has a context sensitive algorithm to optimize your experience as you go. It was developed by
Wolfgang Barth and Paul Steinhilber and is available for the iPhone and iPad on iOS7 and up.
If you have any questions or suggestions I would be happy to hear from you.

AppStore: https://appsto.re/de/upVBS.i
Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tdXxp6GhQsw
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